Proces from regular school to Jenaplan school
Core statements:
1.School conforms to basic principles (values of jenaplan education)
2.School conforms to the Jena core qualities and develops them for its own situation.
3.School thinks about training: introduction-orientation training
Working on the profiling of our jenaplan school (global)
1.Jenaplan orientation: The essence of Jenaplan education and its updating; basic principles,
quality criteria, core qualities
2.Start goals: what to master in succession (keep what we are satisfied with; connect to school
plan goals
3.Vision on how to include parents in the transition
4.Possible trainingprogram
Specification:
Group management:
* Working on a good pedagogical climate
* Skills for good group management
* The interior of the school living room
* The ordering of time; rhythmic weekly plan
* Make a group of the group
* The organization of the multi aged group and table groups. Choice of open or closed multi aged
group
* View on continuous learning lines (goals) and care within the multi aged group
* From working independently to self-responsible learning
Conversation:
* With children
* The team and my role in it
* With parents - communication
- accountability
Playing:
* Drama
* Playing and communication
* Playing and development
* Playing and creativity
Work:
* Block period, tips for organization and content
* Group work - didactics
- organization
- resources
- release the method responsibly
- a step-by-step plan to get started
Celebration:
* Day opening
* Week opening / closing
* Special occasions
Substantive work line:
1. Pedagogical basic attitude

2. Basic principles
3.Jenaplan core quality
4.Jenaplan essentials
Core jenaplan concept:
1. Animation film jenaplan (english version). see: https://www.jenaplan.nl/en/movies
2. Text Jenaplan in a nutshell
3. Stepping stone to school-specific jenaplan story
Sources f.i.
Films Jenaplan Concept: see https://www.jenaplan.nl/en/movies
three-year-old tribe group
class box
groupwork
asking questions
speak together
Book: Jenaplan, school where you learn to live together (We are working on an English version)
Website: www.jenaplan.nl. See: https://www.jenaplan.nl/en/

